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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An important aspect of the design of any hydroelectric project is the assessment of the seismic
hazard of the site. In the eventuality of a seismic event, the consequences are different for a
dam than for related structures such as the powerhouse and spillway.
The work required under this WTO to assess the seismic hazard potential of the proposed
development sites on the Lower Churchill River in Labrador was conducted as four (4) separate
studies by specialists knowledgeable of the geology of the sites, the seismicity of the area of
eastern Canada where the sites are located, and of Reservoir Induced Seismicity (RIS) in
general. The four (4) reports have been included in their entirety as separate parts of the
overall study report covered by this Executive Summary.
The four (4) sub-reports contained herein are:
●

Geological Structures Related to Seismicity by Carlos Baisre;

●

Earthquake Hazard Analysis: Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Damsites by Gail Atkinson;

●

Opinion on the Likelihood of Induced Seismicity at the Proposed Dam at Gull Island by
Thomas Vladut;

●

An Evaluation of the Potential for Induced Seismicity Associated with the Lower Churchill
Project by Pradeep Talwani.

Part One of this report, Geological Structures Related to Seismicity presents a brief outline of
the geological characteristics of the proposed Hydro development sites on the Lower Churchill
River. The other three Parts present the analyses made of the potential for a natural earthquake
and/or a seismic event induced by reservoir impoundment to occur at these sites.
There is currently no evidence of seismic activity having occurred at the Lower Churchill sites in
recent (geological) times. Part One of this report highlights the tectonic features that were
encountered during the present and past site investigations and geological structures that can
be traced on aerial photographs. Some of those features were documented by the Geological
Survey of Canada and the Geological Survey of Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Part Two, Earthquake Hazard Analysis: Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Damsites, explores the
seismicity of the Lower Churchill region of Labrador, based on the probabilistic method. As
mentioned above, there is no evidence of recent movement along the fault lines in the area.
Therefore, the approach taken for this analysis does not consider those features in any amount
of detail. Instead, the analysis relies on the definition of specific seismic source zones around
Labrador where there have been recorded seismic events.
The Gull Island and Muskrat Falls sites are both located in an area of Labrador which is similar
in geological context to nearby sites which have shown scattered seismicity. However, the dam
foundation at each site is very different. The Gull Island dam is founded on overburden, while
the Muskrat Falls dam is founded on rock. For both sites, the basic parameters of ground
motion, such as amplitude and frequency of the vibration, have been calculated as well as peak
ground acceleration and peak ground velocity.
Part Three, Opinion on the Likelihood of Induced Seismicity at the Proposed Dam at Gull Island,
presents an analysis of the tendency for Reservoir Induced Seismicity (RIS) or Reservoir
Triggered Seismic Activity (RTS) at the Gull Island site. This analysis is based on the reservoir
geometry and on comparison with other known cases of reservoir impoundment. The reservoir
geometry and a very important factor, the time allowed for the reservoir impoundment, are
assessed relative to the geological characteristics of the site and a comparison is made to other
reservoir sites where RIS is known to have occurred.
There are a number of different scenarios for reservoir triggered seismic events. These events
can occur at the very beginning of the impoundment, during the normal operation of the
reservoir due to oscillations of the reservoir water level, or even a few years after the initial
impoundment. The events related to the initial impoundment are recognized as rapid responses
of the rock mass to the stresses caused by impoundment. The events that occur late in the life
of the project are referred to as delayed responses. The details of each reservoir and its
geological context are unique. Only a very low percentage of reservoirs are known to have
triggered an induced seismic event.
Part Four, An Evaluation of the Potential for Induced Seismicity Associated with the Lower
Churchill Project, offers a further independent analysis of the potential for RIS. This analysis
takes a different approach in determining the probability of an induced earthquake occurring.
SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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Nevertheless, the conclusions and recommendations are very similar to those presented in Part
Three. The document reviews the geological context, pore pressure development and other
aspects which will influence the RIS potential of the Lower Churchill developments.
Conclusions
The earthquake hazard analysis for the Lower Churchill sites indicates the possibility of
occurrence of “rare-but-possible” moderate seismic events of a low frequency magnitude. The
results of probabilistic analyses indicate that, at a probability level of 1:10,000, the ground
motions would correspond approximately to local earthquakes of M5.5 to M6 at distances of 3040 km for frequencies greater than 2 Hz. At longer periods (f<2 Hz), motions would correspond
to those expected for a major regional earthquake (M7.5) about 300 km away, in either the
offshore or St. Lawrence seismic zones.
Given the Gull Island site conditions, it is unlikely that the reservoir could trigger an induced
earthquake comparable to a M3 or M4 event on the Richter scale.

Nevertheless, it is

recommended that seismic activities be monitored before the reservoir impoundment, so as to
highlight any seismic event that may occur early on during the impoundment. This would allow
the rate of reservoir impoundment to be regulated to minimize the possibility of further induced
seismic activity.
For engineering purposes an earthquake is characterized by parameters.

Among those

parameters, the PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration), which depends on the ground characteristics
of the site, rock or soil is of major importance. The PGA of soil depends on the degree of
stiffness of the soil.
The stability analysis of an embankment, on a foundation with no potential for liquefaction, like
Gull Island, is carried out by a pseudostatic method.

The dynamic load generated by the

earthquake is represented as a static load, where the inertial forces due to the earthquake
loading become the product of the mass and a seismic coefficient (k). The seismic coefficient is
determined as 50% of the PGA established from the seismic analysis carried out for the project
area. The earthquake hazard analysis carried out during this study indicated the PGA for Gull
Island and Muskrat Falls to be 0.11g and 0.09g, respectively.

SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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The following pages show the seismic hazard interpolated values from the 2005 National
Building Code of Canada for the Gull Island site. The determination of the PGA for a 2% in 50
years probability of exceedence is 0.087g
A key recommendation arising from the above studies is to monitor seismic activities prior to
project construction, as well as during and after the reservoir impoundment. To collect the
necessary baseline information related to monitoring, it is recommended to install three
accelerometers of the type described in the technical specifications provided in Appendix 1 of
this report.

The cost of providing the necessary equipment would be in the order of

$100,000.00, including installation and training.

SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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PART ONE
Report On
Geological Structures Related to Seismicity

By: Carlos Baisre, Geological Engineer, SNC Lavalin
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INTRODUCTION
Gull Island and Muskrat Falls are the two (2) proposed dam sites of the Lower
Churchill Project located on the Churchill River in Labrador.
Between the two (2) dam sites, the Churchill River flows in a wide and long valley
bounded by two (2) regional normal faults (Figure 1-1). For the purposes of this
document, the faults have been named the West Regional Fault and the East
Regional Fault. The southwestern tip of the wide and long valley is located exactly at
the Gull Island site, while the northeastern limit is located a few kilometres upstream
of the Muskrat Falls site. There also exists a thrust, or reverse fault, that lies some
15 km to the west and runs almost parallel to the West Regional Fault. The normal
and reverse faults are identified on the map as major structures.
The Churchill River valley appears to be a Graben type of depression, whereas the
area lying between the West Regional Fault and the reverse fault is a Horst type of
structure.

SNC-Lavalin Inc.
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Figure 1-1: Labrador Geological Map (Geological Survey, Department of Natural Resources, Newfoundland & Labrador, 2004)

West Regional Fault

Muskrat Falls Site
East Regional Fault

Gull Island Site
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The Labrador Geological Map1 (Figure 1-1) shows that the West Regional Fault
intercepts the Churchill River at the Gull Island dam site. The map indicates that the
bedrock at the Gull Island site is mainly composed of diorite and granitoid rocks of
the geological Grenville and Southeastern Churchill Provinces. The reservoir area is
partially included in the same geological province as the Muskrat Falls site, where
the rocks are granitic orthogneiss, commonly migmatitic of the geological Grenville
Province.
2.2

SITE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Figure 2-1 shows that the Gull Island dam site is located towards the downstream
end of a narrow river valley, just at the beginning of a very wide valley, as already
described. This change from a narrow to wide river valley is probably due to the
intersection of at least two (2) faults in the area of the project. One (1) of the faults is
likely the West Regional Fault that is mostly located on the north bank of the
Churchill River and intercepts the river just at the dam site. The other fault, the East
Regional Fault, is almost parallel to the river and it seems to be located close to the
toe of the south bank slope. The West Regional Fault can also be found on the south
bank, at the site of a stream located downstream of the dam site. Figure 2-1 shows
other lineations that may correspond to minor faults or shear zones at the site.
Figure 2-2 shows the location of the Lower Churchill Projects, Gull Island and
Muskrat Falls, on a topographic view of Labrador. Figures 2-3 and 2-4 are the
gravimetric and the magnetic anomalies images of the area where both sites are
located. These images do not show any particular feature or information of concern
about the faults forming the valley of the Churchill River2.

1
2

Geological Survey, Department of Natural Resources, Newfoundland and Labrador, 2004.
Natural Resources of Canada. Geophysical and Geochemical Data, 2008.
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Figure 2-1: Gull Island Site (LiDAR Image)

West Regional
Fault

East Regional
Fault
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Figure 2-2: Topographic View of Labrador and Lower Churchill Project Location

Lower Churchill Project

Figure 2-3: Gravimetric Anomalies of Lower Churchill Project Region

Lower Churchill Project
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Figure 2-4: Magnetic Anomalies of Lower Churchill Project Region

Lower Churchill Project

2.3

SITE BOREHOLES
Some of the boreholes drilled at the Gull Island site confirm the existence of faults
located on the north bank of the Churchill River. In these boreholes, the cores of the
recovered rock are described as brecciated and the presence of clay gouges is often
mentioned, as well as shear planes. Those boreholes were drilled on the north bank
in the same location where the red line indicating the West Regional Fault intercepts
the original diversion outlet channel (Figure 2-1).
Other boreholes located on the north and south banks indicate the presence of faults
almost parallel to the river. The presence of these faults is clearly indicated by clay
gouges and a closer jointing.
In the river itself, the thickness of the overburden forming the river bed reaches more
than 40 m. The overburden thickness along the north and south shores of the river
is variable, reaching maximum depths of 30 and 20 m respectively. The overburden

SNC-Lavalin Inc.
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is composed of sand, gravel and boulders, clay and silt in layers of different material
proportions.
2.4

FIELD EVIDENCE OF MOVEMENT
The LiDAR images of the Gull Island site do not show any obvious evidence of
recent fault movements. Given the fact that the vegetation is very dense in the area,
it is very difficult to find any field evidence.

SNC-Lavalin Inc.
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The Labrador Geological Map3 shows that the West Regional Fault may also be
present on the north bank at the Muskrat Falls site (Figure 1-1). This same map also
indicates that the bedrock consists of granitic orthogneiss, commonly migmatitic of
the Grenville Geological Province.
3.2

SITE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
At the Muskrat Falls site, the Churchill River flows over two (2) falls, hereby named
the western and eastern falls. The dam site is located at the edge of the eastern falls
which lies immediately upstream of the lake (Figure 3-1).

The most important

structural feature is the West Regional Fault which seems to be present on the north
shore of the Muskrat Falls site. North of the hill (Muskrat) up to the Trans Labrador
Highway (at the top of the figure), the overburden thickness is over a hundred
meters. At one time, the river flowed through this section, where the rock is at a
lower elevation than the rock in the riverbed. The other small lines in Figure 3-1
represent lineations that could be small faults or shear zones.
3.3

SITE BOREHOLES
The previous site investigations produced limited information regarding the structural
features of the dam site.
At the dam site, especially on the north shore, the overburden thickness is over a
hundred meters. On the right bank the thickness of overburden varies up to 10 m.
The overburden is composed of sand, gravel and boulders, clay and silt in layers of
different proportions.

3

Ibid.

SNC-Lavalin Inc.
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Figure 3-1: Muskrat Falls Site (LiDAR Image)

West Regional
Fault
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FIELD EVIDENCE OF MOVEMENT
The LiDAR images of the Muskrat Falls site do not show any obvious evidence of
recent fault movements. Given the fact that the vegetation is very dense in the area,
it will be very difficult to find any field evidence.

SNC-Lavalin Inc.
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PART TWO
Report On
Earthquake Hazard Analysis:
Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Damsites

By: Gail M. Atkinson, Ph.D., Engineering Seismologist
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SUMMARY
A site-specific seismic hazard assessment was performed for the Gull and Muskrat damsites in
the Lower Churchill region of Labrador (approximate location 52.5N 61W).

The analysis

determines the expected earthquake ground motions over a range of probability levels,
including 1/1000, 1/2500, 1/5000 and 1/10,000. The ground motions are calculated for “hard
rock” site conditions, which in eastern Canada typically have shear-wave velocities > 2000 m/s
near the surface.

This site condition corresponds to NEHRP A in the standard NEHRP

(National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program) site classification scheme. In the NEHRP
classification, NEHRP A sites are those with average shear-wave velocity in the top 30 m >1500
m/s; NEHRP B and C correspond to average shear-wave velocities in the top 30 m of 760-1500
m/s and 360-760 m/s, respectively, while NEHRP D (stiff soil) corresponds to average shearwave velocities of 180-360 m/s. Soils amplify ground motions, with softer conditions producing
greater amplifications, especially at longer periods.
The Muskrat site is founded on hard rock, and thus the seismic hazard calculation results for
NEHRP A are directly applicable. The Gull site is located on stiff soil, with likely shear-wave
velocities in the top 30 m ranging from 200 m/s to 400 m/s, based on reported blow counts of 15
to 50. It is therefore classed as a NEHRP D site. Generic amplification factors are defined to
obtain motions on NEHRP D conditions from the NEHRP A ground-motion results; these are
applied to provide the expected ground motions for Gull.
This study derives a range of ground-motion estimates for the 1/10,000 probability level,
including evaluation of the impact of the chief sources of uncertainty. Weighted mean-hazard
results are provided for a range of probabilities, for both the Muskrat (NEHRP A, Table 3-1) and
Gull (NEHRP D, Table 3-2) sites. The results refer to natural seismicity, and do not address the
probability of reservoir-induced seismicity. Reservoir-induced seismicity is typically of small-tomoderate magnitude; it may produce large-amplitude accelerations, predominantly at high
frequency and of short duration.
The results of the probabilistic analyses can be summarized in simplified terms as follows. At
the probability level of 1/10,000, the expected peak ground acceleration (PGA, from natural
earthquakes) for the hard rock site conditions (NEHRP A) at Muskrat is approximately 0.09g.
For the NEHRP D site at Gull, it is 0.11g.

SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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(1/10,000) correspond approximately to local earthquakes of M5.5 to 6.0 at distances from 30 to
50 km, for frequencies > 2 Hz. At long periods (f<2 Hz), motions correspond to those that
would be expected for a major regional earthquake (M7.5) about 300 km away, in either the
offshore or St. Lawrence seismic zones.
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents a seismic hazard assessment for the Gull and Muskrat damsites
on the Lower Churchill River for annual exceedence probabilities in the range from
1/1000 to 1/10,000. The analysis determines the likelihood of ground motion at the
site by considering the magnitudes, rates of occurrence, and locations of
earthquakes throughout the region, using the probabilistic Cornell-McGuire method.
The method is widely used throughout North America and forms the basis for seismic
zoning maps in building codes in Canada (Adams and Halchuck, 2003).

This

assessment represents an update and site-specific refinement of the type of estimate
provided in the National Seismic Hazard maps by the Geological Survey of Canada
(GSC, Adams and Halchuck, 2003); the results of this study consider the effects of
major uncertainties on the hazard at Gull and Muskrat, and incorporate new
information on seismicity and ground motion relations from the last ten (10) years of
data. To include new and more complete information, a range of possible models to
describe the seismic setting and ground motions is defined.
The analysis does not include any local information on specific faults or geological
structures. Rather it is assumed that there are no such local features that would
affect the overall regional hazard estimates; thus an implicit assumption is that there
is no evidence of faults that have moved in geologically recent times (last 10,000
years) in the site area. This assumption can be refined at a more detailed analysis
stage if warranted in light of site-specific geologic information. For example, if a local
fault with recent offset was identified, then this fault would delineate a local faultbased source zone, with geological information on the dates and extent of movement
being used to define a recurrence relation for the fault. Microseismic studies of any
such identified sources could also be conducted. However, such features are very
rare in eastern Canada, and it is thus very unlikely that they will be identified in the
site area. The analysis addresses natural seismicity, and does not address the
probability of reservoir-induced seismicity.

SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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In analyzing the engineering effects of ground motion, both the amplitude and
frequency content of the vibrations are important. Therefore the seismic ground
motions are expressed using the response spectrum (PSA(f)), which shows the
maximum acceleration that a simple structure would experience as a function of its
natural frequency. The response spectrum result is a Uniform Hazard Spectrum
(UHS), in which the amplitude for each frequency corresponding to a specified
exceedence probability is provided. The peak ground acceleration (PGA) for this
probability is also estimated, as is the peak ground velocity (PGV). The frequency
associated with the PGA varies, but in general the PGA is associated with highfrequency motions (near 10 Hz); the PGV is associated with motions near 2 Hz. The
UHS results of this study are presented in the figures and tables provided in Section
3.
Time histories of ground motion that match the UHS for specified probability levels
may be developed in a later phase of the project. The time histories may be derived
by modifying real earthquake records that are appropriate for eastern Canadian rock
sites, for magnitude-distance ranges that dominate the hazard at Gull/Muskrat. The
modifications are done to spectrally match the original record to the target UHS
through an iterative process of amplitude adjustment in the frequency domain.
There are two (2) sites of interest covered by this study. The Muskrat site (53.25N
60.77W) is founded on hard rock, and thus seismic hazard calculation results for
NEHRP A sites are directly applicable. The Gull site (51.97N 61.43W) is located on
stiff soil, with likely shear-wave velocities ranging from 200 m/s to 400 m/s, based on
reported blow counts of 15 to 50 (SNC-Lavalin, personal communication, 2007). It is
therefore classed as a NEHRP D site. The two (2) sites are located close enough
together, within a broad zone of scattered seismicity, that their seismic hazards are
equivalent except for the difference in site conditions.

In hazard calculations in

eastern Canada, NEHRP A is the reference condition, as the ground-motion
prediction equations are generally defined for NEHRP A.

We perform hazard

calculations for NEHRP A conditions for a single site, placed at 52.5N 61.W. These
results would apply to facilities at either site, provided they were founded on NEHRP
A.

SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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conditions at Gull, generic amplification factors are defined to obtain motions on
NEHRP D conditions from the NEHRP A results; these are applied to provide the
expected ground motions for Gull.
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2

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS METHOD

2.1

OVERVIEW
Seismic hazard analyses in eastern Canada are based on probabilistic concepts
which allow incorporation of both geologic interpretations of seismic potential and
statistical data regarding the locations and sizes of past earthquakes. The CornellMcGuire method (Cornell, 1968; McGuire, 1976, 1977, 2004) has proven particularly
well suited to calculate expected ground motions for a wide range of seismic hazard
environments, offering flexibility in the consideration of spatial and temporal
characteristics of regional earthquake occurrence, and the basic physics of the
earthquake process.
In general, it is difficult to correlate seismicity with specific faults. Earthquakes
typically occur at depths of 5 to 20 km, on faults that have no surface expression.
Furthermore, faults mapped on the surface in eastern Canada were formed
hundreds of millions of years ago, and may bear little relation to current seismic
activity.

Thus there is no clear-cut relationship between observed faults and

seismicity.
The spatial distribution of earthquakes is described by defining seismic source zones
(areas which may contain groups of faults) on the basis of seismotectonic
interpretations; the earthquake potential of these zones is generally assumed to be
uniform.

The frequency of earthquake occurrence within each source zone is

described by a magnitude recurrence relationship, truncated at an upper magnitude
bound, Mx.

Earthquake ground motion relations provide the link between the

occurrence of earthquakes of various magnitudes and the resulting ground motion
levels at any site of interest. The probability of exceeding a specified level of ground
motion at a site can then be calculated by integrating hazard contributions over all
magnitudes and distances, including all source zones. In most cases, including this
study, the hazard is dominated by contributions from the source zone within which
the site is located. The hazard integral sums up the likelihood of earthquakes at all

SNC- Lavalin Inc.
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distances within the source zone, assuming that earthquakes are distributed
randomly in space across the source zone.
To obtain ground motion levels or earthquake response spectra for a specified
probability, calculations are repeated for a number of ground motion values, for all
desired ground motion parameters, and interpolation is used to determine the
relationship between ground-motion amplitude and annual probability.
The Cornell-McGuire framework has been well accepted in all parts of North
America. In Canada, it forms the basis for the seismic hazard maps in the National
Building Code of Canada (NBCC 1985 and beyond), and is the usual basis for
seismic hazard evaluations of all important engineered structures. The results are
generally expressed as a Uniform Hazard Spectrum (UHS), in which the amplitude
for each frequency corresponding to a specified target probability is provided. The
peak ground acceleration (PGA) and velocity (PGV) for the target probability may
also be estimated.

When time histories of ground-motion are required for use in

engineering analyses, these may be derived to be consistent with the expected
ground motion characteristics of the UHS for the target probability. The analysis
methods used to generate UHS results and time histories are described in more
detail by McGuire (2004).
2.2

TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTY
It has long been recognized that seismic hazard analyses are subject to greater
uncertainties than those associated with most environmental phenomena. Two (2)
types of uncertainty exist:
•

random uncertainty due to the physical variability of earthquake processes, and

•

model uncertainty due to incomplete knowledge concerning the processes
governing

earthquake

occurrence

and

ground

motion

generation

(eg.

uncertainties in input parameters to hazard analysis).
The first type of uncertainty is incorporated directly into the Cornell-McGuire analysis
framework, and is included in a standard ‘best-estimate’ seismic hazard result. The
second type of uncertainty implies a spread of possible results about those that
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might be considered a best estimate. This type of uncertainty can cause differences
in results, among alternative hypotheses, of factors of more than two (2). It also
implies that, as new information on seismic hazard becomes available (through
seismic monitoring and research) hazard estimates may change significantly from
those developed at an earlier time.
Seismic hazard analysis procedures have been developed in recent years to formally
evaluate the level of model uncertainty (sometimes referred to as epistemic
uncertainty) in hazard analyses. A logic tree approach is often used to represent
each input parameter by a simple probability distribution, thereby producing a family
of possible output hazard curves, with associated weights (McGuire, 2004). Such an
approach has been used in hazard analyses for critical engineered structures such
as nuclear power plants, and has also been used in the latest national seismic
hazard maps (Adams and Halchuck, 2003). The logic tree approach is simply a way
of formalizing consideration of the implications of alternative assumptions. It is most
useful in cases where there is a range of competing alternative hypotheses that
significantly impact the seismic hazard results. A full logic tree can be used to define
the mean hazard and fractiles (e.g. median, 84th percentile) expressing confidence in
the estimated UHS.

Alternatively, a “logic shrub”, including the most significant

branches of the logic tree, can be used to determine the mean-hazard UHS by
weighting the alternatives for each of the key uncertainties (while leaving fixed the
parameters that exert only a minor influence on the results). In this preliminary
evaluation of hazard, we use a sensitivity approach to display the alternative results
that are obtained under various alternative input assumptions.

We also use a

trimmed logic “shrub” to provide weighted mean-hazard UHS results for a range of
probabilities, considering the key input uncertainties.
The analysis in this report fully incorporates random variability in earthquake
locations and ground motions. Model uncertainty is incorporated by examining the
sensitivity of results in order to define and treat the key uncertainties: these are the
uncertainty in seismotectonic model for the site source region (which defines
uncertainty in activity rates) and the uncertainty in ground-motion relations.

For

these key parameters, several alternative models are defined and their implications
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for the UHS at 1/10,000 per annum (p.a.) are determined. A mean-hazard UHS is
also provided, for probability levels of 1/1000, 1/2500, 1/5000 and 1/10,000 p.a.
Other sources of uncertainty include those in the maximum magnitude and in the
recurrence parameters for a given source zone. However, seismic hazard results
are not generally very sensitive to maximum magnitude, over a reasonable range of
values, and thus this factor can be neglected in a simplified “logic-shrub” approach.
Sensitivity to recurrence rates is implicitly included by considering alternative seismic
source zone models that imply different local rates of activity.
2.3

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS
The input parameters for the seismic hazard analysis include the seismic source
zonation, the magnitude recurrence parameters and maximum earthquake
magnitude for each source zone, and the ground motion relations for response
spectra at several vibration frequencies and PGA and PGV.

2.3.1

Seismic Source Models
The first step in the seismic hazard analysis is the definition of seismogenic source
zones.

Figure 2-1 shows seismicity of the region through the end of 2006, as

obtained from the Geological Survey of Canada (www.earthquakescanada.gc.ca).
The magnitude scale currently used in the GSC catalogue is the Nuttli magnitude
scale (MN). The moment magnitude scale, M, was used in this study, because the
ground motion relations are given in terms of moment magnitude. (Note: moment
magnitude is similar to the more familiar “Richter magnitude” that is often used to
describe the size of events in California.) For events with no moment magnitude
determination, a conversion was made from Nuttli magnitude using the relation of
Atkinson and Boore (1995) for ENA, or from local magnitude (for older events for
which no MN is available) via an empirical relationship derived from data for
southeastern Canada. These relations are:
M = -0.39 + 0.98 MN
M = 0.800 + 0.838 ML
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where ML is local magnitude. For small to moderate events, the moment magnitude
tends to be about 0.5 units less than the Nuttli magnitude for the same event. For
example, events with MN of 3.5 have a moment magnitude of 3.0. The 2005 Riviere
du Loup, Quebec earthquake had an MN of 5.4, and a moment magnitude of M5.0.
The events of Figure 2-1 are plotted in terms of their moment magnitudes.
The Gull/Muskrat site location is in an area of very sparse seismicity, with active
regions such as those offshore or in the Lower St. Lawrence being too far distant
(300 km) to cause significant hazard, except possibly at long periods (as long-period
motions decay slowly).

At intermediate-to-high frequencies, the hazard will be

dominated by the sparse local seismicity.

A source zone that represents this

seismicity is defined in Figure 2-1 as the “Gull zone”. Note that the map may not
provide a balanced pictorial representation of the activity in the site area, as the
nearest seismograph stations are >300 km away, and thus the reporting of events
will be very incomplete for M<3.
Another problem with defining the local seismicity rates is that they are so low that it
is difficult to obtain meaningful statistics from the limited historical record in the area.
This difficulty is dealth with by defining an alternative parameterization of the local
seismicity rates.

Average rates for larger craton areas in North America (NA), as

determined by Atkinson and Martens (2007) for the stable North American craton as
a whole, should be applicable to the site. As shown in Figure 2-2 (from Atkinson and
Martens, 2007), the Gull/Muskat area lies within the NA craton defined by the solid
lines, but not within the Central Canada subset defined by the dotted lines. The
recurrence rates for the NA craton, normalized to the same area and per annum rate
as the Gull zone of Figure 2-1, may thus be used as an alternative definition of local
recurrence rates.
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Figure 2-1: Recorded Seismicity (M>1) Through 2006

Note: Recorded seismicity in the Gull/Muskrat area, along with the source zones that were used in the analysis.
Note that the Offshore and IRM zones are approximate representations of distant hazard, as discussed in the text.
Seismicity at low magnitudes in the site area is incompletely reported, as the nearest seismograph station is >300 km
away.
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Figure 2-2: Definition of the Stable North American Craton (solid line) and the Central Canada
Craton (dotted line)

Note: From Atkinson and Martens (2007).

For completeness of the hazard calculations at long periods, a simplified
representation of the hazard from distant sources has been included.

The sub-

sections of the active seismic sources offshore and in the Lower St. Lawrence that
come closest to the site area are defined as additional source zones as shown in
Figure 2-1. The definition of the recurrence parameters for these and the other
sources are discussed in the next section.
The above representation of the source zonation is simplistic, and does not attempt
to include local geological factors. Overall, the Lake Melville region includes Iapetan
rift faulting features (Gower et al., 1986), which may be relevant to the seismic
hazard, as larger events in ENA have typically occurred on such structures (Adams
and Halchuk, 2003). However, the activity level in this region is notably less than
that along other Iapetan rift features in the St. Lawrence and Ottawa values, and its
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structural relation to those features is unclear.

Thus the Geological Survey of

Canada (GSC) did not include the Lake Melville area in its delineation of rift-based
source zones for the National Building Code seismic hazard maps (Adams and
Halchuk, 2003). Rather, in their rift model (R model), this region lies in an Iapetan rift
background zone (IRB) that surrounds the more active rifted margin zone of the St.
Lawrence system. The activity levels for this zone (IRB) will be compared to those
obtained from the alternative source models used in this study in the next section.
The two alternative definitions of local source model discussed above (Gull zone and
NA craton model) are both assigned a relative weight of 0.5 in the seismic hazard
evaluations, reflecting approximately equal credibility based on current information.
2.3.2

Magnitude Recurrence Relations
Recurrence data, expressing the relative frequency of occurrence of earthquakes
within a zone as a function of magnitude, can generally be fit to the GutenbergRichter relation:
Log N(M) = a – b M
where N(M) is the number of events per annum of magnitude >M, M is moment
magnitude, and a and b are the rate and slope of the relation. In most parts of the
world, b values are in the range from 0.8 to 1., while a values vary widely depending
on the activity level of the region.
The magnitude recurrence relation obtained for the Gull source zone is shown in
Figure 2-3. In developing this relation, uneven completeness of the catalogue was
accounted for. This was accomplished by estimating the annual rate for events of
different magnitudes separately using, for each magnitude, seismicity data for the
time period for which reporting of those data is complete.

These completeness

intervals were estimated initially as follows, with checking of these levels done based
on the magnitude recurrence plot (Figure 2-3) as described below:

M3
1990
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Based on inspection of Figure 2-3, it is possible that the observed catalogue is not
complete for M3 (since 1990), as these rates appear to be lower than the NA
average.

On the other hand, the Gull region may have a lower b value (flatter

recurrence slope) than the NA average. An upper limit on the local rate of M>5
events has been shown on Figure 2-3, based on the fact that no such events have
been observed, and any such events should have been reported if they occurred
after about 1918. Overall, the rates observed for Gull are fairly consistent with those
reported by Atkinson and Martens (2007) for an area of this size within the NA
craton. Both of these models are considered to have approximately equal credibility
in terms of representing true seismicity rates in the site region.
The rates determined from these zones can be compared to those of the GSC IRB
zone discussed in the previous section. According to Adams and Halchuk (2003),
the IRB zone has an assigned b value of 0.9, with an expected rate of M>5 events of
0.0065, when normalized to the same area as used in the Churchill zone.
Comparing this rate and slope to those defined in Figure 2-3, we see they are very
similar. In fact, the GSC IRB model lies between the two (2) models used in this
study in terms of recurrence rates. Therefore, it is inherently considered by the two
(2) selected model representations.
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Figure 2-3: Recurrence Relations for Local Source Zone Models Used in the Lower
Churchill Area

Note: Symbols and green line show observed rates and assigned relation for the Gull source zone of
Figure 1. Red line shows NA craton rate of Atkinson and Martens (2007), normalized to the same
area as the Gull zone.

For the distant sources, a simplified representation is used (Figure 2-1), in which the
recurrence parameters, normalized for the appropriate area, are as defined by the
GSC ECM model for the offshore region, and the GSC IRM model for the Lower St.
Lawrence. According to the GSC model, the offshore zones have a slope b = 0.74,
with a rate of M>5 events of 0.428 p.a., per million square km. The IRM zone has a
slope of b= 0.86, with a rate of M>5 events of 0.923 p.a., per million square km
(Adams and Halchuk, 2003). These rates, normalized for the actual areas defined
on Figure 2-1, are adopted for the distant source zones. The source zone model for
these distant events is assumed to be the same for both the Gull zone and the NA
craton representations of the seismicity.
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considered, each with a weight of 0.5: (i) Gull zone, with distant offshore and IRM
sources; (ii) NA craton rate model, with distant offshore and IRM sources.
The minimum magnitude for the hazard calculations is M5.0, as smaller events do
not cause damage to well-engineered structures. The maximum magnitude (Mx) is
generally assumed to be in the range from M 7.0 to 7.5, based on global studies of
maximum magnitudes for similar tectonic regions (Johnston, 1996). Johnston noted
that 7.0 is the largest magnitude observed globally for unrifted stable continential
interior shield regions such as those outside the St. Lawrence Valley. For rifted
areas, maximum magnitudes are higher.

Results are not very sensitive to this

choice. A value of Mx=7.0 is used for the local zone, as this represents an unrifted
continental interior. For the offshore and Lower St. Lawrence areas the maximum
magnitude is taken as Mx=7.5. The largest events in eastern Canada have had M of
about 7.2 (eg. 1929 Grand Banks earthquake); those in the St. Lawrence Valley
have not exceeded M 7 within the period of historical record (for example, the 1925
Charlevoix earthquake had M=6.4; Bent, 1992).
2.3.3

Ground Motion Relations
Ground motions (on hard rock) are given in this analysis by the ground-motion
prediction equations (GMPEs) of Atkinson and Boore (2006) for eastern North
America (ENA). The equations used provide peak ground acceleration (PGA) and
velocity (PGV), as well as response spectra (PSA, 5% damped horizontal
component) as a function of moment magnitude and hypocentral distance (Note: the
hypocentral distance version of the AB06 equations is used as the events are treated
as point sources in the hazard analysis.) To consider sensitivity to ground-motion
relations, earlier relations of Atkinson and Boore (1995), as adopted in the 2005
NBCC seismic hazard model are considered, as are alternative Referenced
Empirical ground-motion relations (Atkinson, 2007) based on making modifications to
ground-motion relations for active tectonic regions in order to accommodate ENA
empirical data. The considered suite of ground-motion relations is shown on Figure
2-4 for NEHRP A.

Conversion of results to other site conditions (NEHRP D) is

discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 2-4: Ground-Motion Relations for ENA (Hard Rrock) Considered in this Study

Note: AB06 = Atkinson and Boore (2006). AB95 = Atkinson and Boore (1995). Ref. Emp. = Atkinson
(2007) referenced empirical alternative. Shown for M 5.5 and M 7.5 versus hypocentral distance, for
PSA at 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, 5 Hz and PGA.

Note that all relations are for hard-rock sites (NEHRP A) in eastern North America
(ENA). All have been converted to equivalent relations for hypocentral distance for
consistency with their application in the seismic hazard computations (see EPRI,
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2004). They provide PGA, PGV and response spectra (5% damped pseudoacceleration) for the random horizontal component of motion, on bedrock, as a
function of moment magnitude and distance from the earthquake source. These
relations have been validated against the eastern ground motion database (Atkinson
and Boore, 1995; 2006).

The Atkinson and Boore (1995) relations are those

adopted in the GSC calculations for the national seismic hazard maps (Adams and
Halchuck, 2003), whereas the Atkinson and Boore (2006) and Atkinson (2007)
relations include more recent information.
The alternative GMPEs are weighted as follows. The Atkinson and Boore (2006)
equations are given the largest weight, 0.5, as they are based on the most recent
ground motion information and modeling for ENA. The Atkinson (2007) relations by
the Referenced Empirical model are given an intermediate weight of 0.3; they
incorporate much more recent data from other regions, but their applicability to ENA
is less clear than for AB06. The older relations of Atkinson and Boore (1995) are
retained for continuity with current GSC seismic hazard estimates, but are given the
lowest weight (0.2) as they are now outdated and have been replaced.
Random uncertainty in the relations was modeled by a lognormal distribution of
ground motion amplitudes about these median relations, with a standard deviation of
0.25 log (base 10) units for high frequencies, increasing to 0.30 units at low
frequencies. This random uncertainty is consistent with recent studies (eg. Atkinson
and Boore, 1995; EPRI, 2004).
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Using the input parameters given in the previous section, the PGA, PGV and
response spectra were computed for a range of probabilities using the CornellMcGuire method. The values of PGA and PSA (5% damped), for the horizontal
component of motion on hard rock for these probabilities are displayed in Figures 3-1
and 3-2. The peak ground acceleration (PGA) is plotted for reference at a frequency
of 100 Hz, but the shape of the curve between 20 Hz and 100 Hz is arbitrary (no
spectral values were calculated for frequencies above 20 Hz). (Note: Most ground

motion relations available for ENA do not include coefficients for frequencies above
20 or 25 Hz. However, the Atkinson and Boore (2006) equations extend to 40 Hz.
Hazard calculations for just this relationship (AB06) can be used to infer that the 40
Hz PSA is, in general, approximately equal to the 20 Hz PSA - within ~10% for
probabilities of 1/1000 to 1/10,000 at low-seismicity sites. Thus if values of PSA at
frequencies greater than 20 Hz are required, it should be assumed that the 40 Hz PSA
is equal to the 20 Hz PSA.)
The PGA refers to the maximum acceleration of the ground shaking during the
seismic event (i.e., the peak amplitude on a free-field record of ground acceleration
versus time) – it does not have an actual associated frequency, as the frequency at
which the PGA occurs will depend on the earthquake magnitude and distance. The
response spectrum shows the maximum acceleration of a damped single-degree-offreedom oscillator, when subjected to the input record of ground acceleration versus
time. Oscillators with a high natural frequency will respond to input ground motions
that are rich in high frequency content, while oscillators with low natural frequency
will respond more strongly to input ground motions that are rich in low frequency
content.
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Table 3-1: Weighted-Mean-Hazard Ground Motions for Gull/Muskrat
Frequency
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10
20
PGA
PGV

0.001
1.2
5.1
10.1
18.2
28.8
33.4
31.2
19.4
1.1

0.0004
2.2
7.8
17.0
27.7
47.4
61.6
61.5
36.8
1.7

0.0002
3.4
10.8
23.2
37.1
67.9
93.8
98.6
59.1
2.3

0.0001
4.8
15.1
29.7
49.7
96.0
142.9
157.9
92.1
3.2

2

Note: For 5% damped horizontal-component PSA, PGA (cm/s ) and PGV (cm/s), for
NEHRP A site conditions, for a range of annual probabilities.

3.2

RESULTS FOR NEHRP D SITE CONDITIONS (GULL SITE)
The seismic hazard results have been obtained for NEHRP A (hard rock) site
conditions, as given in Table 3-1. These results apply to the Muskrat damsite, as it is
founded on hard rock. The Gull site is founded on stiff soil, with estimated shearwave velocity of 200 m/s to 400 m/s, as based on blow counts of 15 to 50 (SNCLavalin personal communication). This corresponds to NEHRP D class conditions.
To obtain the corresponding ground motions on NEHRP D from the NEHRP A
results is a two-step process. First, seismic hazard calculations are performed for
one of the models (the NA craton model), using the AB06 ground-motion relations,
for both NEHRP A and NEHRP B/C boundary conditions. The AB06 ground-motion
relations are available for both of these site conditions (unlike most other relations).
A comparison of the B/C to A results is used to assess how much amplification
occurs in going from NEHRP A to NEHRP B/C boundary site conditions. Then, the
soil amplification equations of Boore and Atkinson (2007) are used to assess the
amplification from B/C to NEHRP D (with assigned site shear-wave velocity = 250
m/s and PGA=0.09g). This is the recommended procedure described by Atkinson
and Boore (2006).

Note that due to the low ground-motion levels involved, soil

response is essentially linear, which means the same factors can be applied for all
probabilities.

The derived factors to amplify NEHRP A motions to obtain the

corresponding motions on NEHRP D sites are listed in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Amplification Factors
Frequency
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10
20
PGA
PGV

Amplification
2.54
2.76
2.81
2.77
1.91
1.47
1.10
1.23
2.41

Note: Amplification factors to go from NEHRP A results (hard
rock) to NEHRP D results (shear-wave velocity 250 m/s in
upper 30 m).

The factors of Table 3-2 were applied to the results of Table 3-1 to obtain motions for
NEHRP D site conditions, as provided in Table 3-3. These results are applicable to
screening-level analyses at the Gull site. This treatment of soil response at Gull
could be refined in future, if site-specific soil profile information becomes available,
by inputting rock ground motions as per Table 3-1 (or a compatible time history) into
the base of the Gull soil profile.
Table 3-3: Weighted-Mean-Hazard Ground Motions for Gull/Muskrat
Frequency
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10
20
PGA
PGV

0.001
3.1
14.0
28.3
50.4
55.0
49.1
34.4
23.9
2.6

0.0004
5.5
21.6
47.7
76.7
90.6
90.6
67.6
45.2
4.0

0.0002
8.6
29.9
65.1
102.7
129.6
137.9
108.4
72.7
5.6

0.0001
12.3
41.5
83.4
137.6
183.4
210.1
173.6
113.3
7.8

Note: For 5% damped horizontal-component PSA, PGA (cm/s2) and PGV (cm/s),
for NEHRP D site conditions, for a range of annual probabilities.

3.3

SCENARIO EARTHQUAKES
To provide insight on what types of events correspond to the UHS at low
probabilities, Figure 3-3 compares the mean-hazard UHS at 1/10,000 per annum to
the response spectra and PGA predicted by the Atkinson and Boore (2006) ground-
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motion relations for representative magnitudes and distances. The predictions of the
ground motion relations are scaled (by a factor of 2) to represent motions near the
median plus one standard deviation of the predictions, for the moderate events. This
is appropriate for the comparison as hazard contributions tend to be dominated by
events with amplitudes above the median.

The UHS at 1/10,000 is approximately

matched at low frequencies (<1 Hz) by an event of M7.5 at 300 km, corresponding to
a large event offshore or in the Lower St. Lawrence.

At intermediate-to-high

frequencies, the UHS is approximately matched by an event of M6 at 50 km or M5.5
at 30 km; these would represent rare-but-possible moderate local earthquakes.
Such local events could occur on buried crustal faults, most likely at depths of 5 km
or greater. As has been noted earlier, the results of this analysis refer to natural
seismicity, and do not address the probability of reservoir-induced seismicity (RIS).
Thus the scenarios outlined do not include an RIS scenario or its associated ground
motions.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
CC

Central Canada

ENA

Eastern North America

GMPE

ground-motion prediction equation

GSC

Geological Survey of Canada

IRB

Iapetan rifted background

IRM

Iapetan rifted margin

M

moment magnitude

ML

local magnitude

MN

Nuttli magnitude

NA

North America

NBCC

National Building Code of Canada

NEHRP

National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program

p.a.

per annum

PGA

peak ground acceleration

PGV

peak ground velocity

PSA

Pseudo-acceleration, 5% damped

RIS

Reservoir induced seismicity

UHS

Uniform hazard spectra
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INTRODUCTION
Reservoir Induced Seismicity (RIS) is associated with man-made activity, in this case
reservoir impoundment that can trigger a seismic event. This is usually considered
as an unintentional risk; however, it is an area where the forecasting of seismic
behaviour is necessary. RIS is usually applicable to non-seismic zones where the
man-made intervention of the earth’s crust may change a non-seismic zone to a
seismically active one.
The domain of human activities associated with Man-Made Seismicity (MMS) is very
diverse and is directly associated with the modification of the crust stress conditions
through activities such as mining, petroleum and gas production and disposal, and
the development of new water impoundment reservoirs.
The first reported RIS activity was associated with the Ouedd Fodda Dam in Algeria
in 1932. The largest and most deadly recorded RIS registered M6.5 on the Richter
scale at the Koyna Dam in India in 1967. The first correlation between increased
earthquake activity and variations of the reservoir depth was made in the 1940’s for
the Hoover Dam (Figure 1-1). Carter, in 1945, developed an important understanding
of this seismic phenomenon by observing the impoundment of the Hoover reservoir.
The pattern of seismic activity was identified as a relationship between the increase,
or variation, of the water level in the reservoir and the number of seismic events.
Today there is much more evidence linking earth tremors to reservoir operations.
Issues associated with the strength, type and number of seismic events have
become a regular part of dam safety assessments. Initially, the seismic events were
identified as Reservoir Induced Seismicity (RIS), suggesting that the reservoir was
the triggering mechanism, rather than the actual, local near failure stress conditions
of the crust. The incorporation of the crust state of stress into the definition of these
events has led to the new terminology of Reservoir Triggered Seismicity (RTS).
While the concept of RTS is well understood, without structured prediction tools it is
still considered difficult to define for design considerations.
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Congress, held in Montréal, Canada in 2003, added to the list of RIS case histories
and made the suggestion to adopt the new RTS terminology.
The ICOLD Committee on Seismic Aspects of Dam Design, in their State of
Knowledge on Reservoirs and Seismicity (2004), proposed a structured analysis
which sets out a research procedure in which designers and owners must both
participate, as some of the concerns must be addressed long before construction.
The ICOLD study highlighted five representative impoundments, which were
considered to be typical of areas prone to RTS risk.
Figure 1-1: Reservoir Level and Earthquake Activity at the Hoover Dam
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TRIGGERING SEISMIC ACTIVITIES
RIS events are related to stress modifications associated with new reservoir
impoundments. The critical aspect is the modification of water (hydrostatic) head as
the generator of pore pressure change. Figure 2-1 shows a simplified view of the
induced pore pressure change, which relates to an almost sinusoidal variation of the
reservoir level due to seasonal changes and reservoir operations. The largest water
level variation is represented by the first impoundment, which could be approximated
by the first quarter cycle.
Reservoir impoundment and operation cause cyclic variations of the water head,
which are transmitted to the rock bellow the reservoir, thus modifying the pore
pressure which is usually related to the reservoir depth. The variation of the pore
pressure will generally follow the variation of the water head. However, critical
conditions can develop if the reservoir head is decreased during operation while the
stress generated by the water pore pressure, which is slower to react, remains
steady.
At certain points under the reservoir, the effective stress is controlled by the stress
differential between the ground stress (Gs) and the pore pressure (u). In some areas
the effective stress may become negative and the increasing pore pressure will
cause fractures to slip and seismic events to happen. Thus, the associated seismic
events will be related to the extent and magnitude of the negative pore pressures on
the ground microstructures. Faults are major sources of interference and
modification of the ideal flow pattern may trigger small or large seismic activities.
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Figure 2-1: Pore Pressure Development Under a Reservoir

Differences in stresses under a reservoir in relation to the water level variation in the reservoir (h), pore pressure
variation

h and Ww = stress variation in the ground related only to the weight of water storage (Boussinesq
hypothesis-theological effect of rock neglected).
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RISK PREDICTION METHOD (RPM)
A brief history of known RIS events is summarized in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. The
identification of common elements for reservoirs affected by RIS was attempted for
20 reservoirs. The seismic and engineering inputs were provided by a world survey
done by ICOLD. The inclusion of the non-seismic reservoirs was impossible because
of their huge number. The focus was on non-dimensional criteria, which could be
applied to any size of reservoir. Common elements included the valley form, which
can be approximated by a parabolic shape, and the slope of the river in the area of
the reservoir.
The Risk Prediction Method (RPM) or model is presented in Figure 3-3. The RPM is
a sequence of knowledge based steps that allows the researcher to identify, and to
obtain, certain rock and reservoir parameters that help in establishing the criteria for
the prediction and mitigation of a RIS event.
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Figure 3-1: Examples of Known RIS Events
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Figure 3-2: RIS - Some Case Histories
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Figure 3-3: Risk Prediction Model
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GULL ISLAND PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
The Gull Island site is located in the geological context of the Grenville and
Southeastern Churchill Provinces, mainly composed of diorite and granitoid rocks.
As discussed in Part 1, Geological Structures Related to Seismicity, in the area of
the project there are certain regional and other minor faults. In seismically active
zones geological structures are associated with conditions of near failure created by
tectonic processes. Geological discontinuities such as normal and strike-slip faults
are prone to seismic activities. Reverse faults are less critical.
Figure 4-1 shows the locations of seismic events that have been recorded in
Canada. The level of seismic activity in Labrador has been low. Figure 4-2 shows
the Seismic Zoning Map for Canada. Labrador is part of Zone 1, where the
probability of damaging earthquakes is small. Finally, Figure 4-3 shows a close up of
the geology surrounding the Gull Island Site, in particular the presence of regional
faults.
Beside the geological characteristics of the site, the Gull Island project offers one
positive feature compared to other projects of this type. That feature is the nature of
the reservoir operation which imposes, after impoundment, a relatively small
variation of about 3 meters on the reservoir level. This small level variation, about 3%
of the maximum water head of the reservoir, indicates that during operation no
significant increase of stress will be generated and accumulated, i.e, stress which
could be released by seismic events.
By estimation, for the Gull Island reservoir, a new state of stress equilibrium will be
reached in about two (2) to four (4) years after the initial reservoir impoundment.
Several patterns of impoundment could be used, slow and fast, weeks, months or
years. In the case of Gull Island, using the average flow of around 1,800 m3/s and
the size of the reservoir, estimated at 3.5 km3, full impoundment could be reached
within weeks. This impoundment time is relatively fast and may increase the risk of
triggering seismic activities.
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The Gull Island dam is classified as a large dam due to the dam height and the
reservoir size. Because of these characteristics, a dam more than 100 meters high
and a reservoir volume of more than 1 km3, it may be prone to triggering seismic
activities. Slow impoundment is the alternative for alleviating the risk of induced
seismic events. This should be considered in designing the rate of impoundment
(ROI). The design of the ROI must be seen as a dynamic procedure, which can
easily accommodate unexpected changes in flow. Some monitoring equipment
should be installed as early as possible to record micro seismic measurements,
thereby providing a reference for future seismic events which may occur naturally or
be triggered by the reservoir.
Figure 4-1: Earthquakes in Canada Comprised Between M2.5 to more than M6.5
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Figure 4-2: Seismic Zoning Map for Canada

Figure 4-3: Regional Geology in the Gull Island Site Area
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RISK ASSESSMENTS
The few parameters needed for risk assessment are presented hereafter. Figure 5-1
illustrates a number of parameters such as the reservoir shape, slope angle θ, water
head h, length of reservoir L, and the post impoundment water flow below the
reservoir. Figure 5-2, deals with the influence of fracture or fault characteristics such
as length and width. In the same figure, the potential relationship between fracture
dimensions and earthquake magnitude is shown. Figure 5-3 shows a cross section
of the Gull Island dam, including an estimation of the parabola best approximating
the reservoir valley form which establishes the aperture slope angle θ.
Figure 5-4 shows the relationship between θ (reservoir slope angle) and a function
H=f (θ, i, μ) (dimensional number representing the underground storage), where i is
the average slope angle of the river along the reservoir and μ is the Poisson ratio of
the rock. The θ and i data obtained for the Gull Island site indicates that RIS may be
possible at the Gull Island site, but due to the reservoir characteristics, there would
likely only be minor, if any, induced earthquake activity (θ=69° in Figure 5-4). The
colored area in Figure 5-4 indicates the possibility of induced earthquake activity.
This relationship was initially developed using 20 RIS reservoirs. The criteria has
since been updated by the addition of five (5) other cases: Hesing in China, Mratinje
in Yugoslavia, Kurobe and Takase in Japan and the non-seismic Peocos
impoundment of Peru.
Figure 5-5 presents the actual seismicity (M2 to M6) in the area of the Gull Island
site. The figure also indicates the location of the seismographic station closest to the
site.
Finally, Figure 5-6 presents a copy of a spreadsheet showing data from five (5)
different reservoirs where RIS has occurred. The data allows a comparison with the
Gull Island site characteristics. The most important results shown in the spreadsheet
are at the bottom of the sheet in columns A, B and C. Column A presents the
earthquake magnitude induced by the five (5) projects. Column B presents the data
calculated using the reservoir parameters for those projects and Column C presents
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the same data for the Gull Island site. The data comparison indicates that the five
(5) other projects have much higher reservoir characteristics than Gull Island,
therefore, the risk of RIS at Gull Island is much lower.
Figure 5-1: Shape of Reservoir and Post Impoundment Underground Flow
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Figure 5-2: Man-Made Induced Seismicity
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Figure 5-5: 2007 Seismicity in the Area of Gull Island Site
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The rule of thumb indicates that seismic events may affect reservoirs with depths of
about 100 meters or more. When professional practice structured the rule of thumb,
it was known that several shallower reservoirs were also associated with seismic
activities. As a probabilistic assessment, a volume of impoundment of more than 1
km3 was considered as a second threshold. The Gull Island project falls in this group.
As such further studies are recommended, such as monitoring before, during and
after the impounding of the reservoir. Such monitoring will permit a preliminary
application of the Risk Prediction Method which requires some specific site data.
6.2

RISK PREDICTION METHOD (RPM)
Risk Prediction Methodology indicates that for the Gull Island site there is a 25% risk
of a seismic event during first impoundment, common for reservoir depths from less
than 25 meters up to depths of more than 75 meters. However, it is unlikely that a
significant seismic activity will be triggered, i.e., activity equal or greater than M3 or
M4 on the Richter Scale.
The data in Figure 5-4 shows that the Gull Island case, maximum reservoir depth
(between 95 and 100 meters) is situated on the border line between the zones of no
activity and induced earthquake activity.
Given the concepts discussed previously and the geological characteristics of the
site, it is suggested that risk mitigation is possible by controlling the rate of
impoundment (ROI) through the use of the diversion gates, and by monitoring micro
seismic activity by installing at least three instruments in selected locations around
the site. Stable areas should be the criteria for selecting instrument locations, i.e.
areas to be used before, during and after the impoundment of the reservoir. Thus
instrumentation sites should be close to the dam axis (south or north shore), 1 or 2
km from the dam axis into the reservoir area, and downstream of the dam axis.
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STATISTICAL RISK ESTIMATES OF THE OCCURRENCE OF RESERVOIR
TRIGGERED SEISMICITY
Statistics indicate that about 200 large dams out of 40,000, or 0.5% of the dams
studied, were associated with seismic events. This criteria is indicative of the
Canadian situation because, of the 800 large dams in Canada, only a few cases are
associated with seismic events (LG-2, Manic-3, etc. with similar geological
conditions). The Gull Island reservoir is generally similar to a number of reservoirs
which have had non-seismic impoundments.
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PART FOUR
Report On
An Evaluation of the Potential for Induced Seismicity Associated
with the Lower Churchill Project, Labrador.

By: Pradeep Talwani Ph. D., Seismologist
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents an evaluation of the potential for reservoir induced seismicity
(RIS) following the impoundment of the reservoirs behind the dams at the Gull Island
and Muskrat Falls sites on the Churchill river. These dams will be a part of the Lower
Churchill River Hydroelectric Project in Labrador, Canada (Figure 1-1).
This is a site-specific analysis that addresses the potential for induced seismicity
associated with the project. To provide the context for an evaluation of the
earthquake potential, background information regarding our current understanding of
the mechanism and factors controlling RIS is presented in the next section. Then
site-specific information regarding the anticipated filling history is presented. That is
followed by an evaluation of the available, pertinent, geological and seismological
data.
Figure 1-1: Location of the Proposed Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Projects in Labrador
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MECHANISM OF RIS CONSIDERED FOR THIS STUDY
Temporally, the seismicity that follows the impoundment of a reservoir can be divided
into two parts, instantaneous and delayed. Instantaneous seismicity results from two
causes, the elastic response of the substratum to the increased load due to filling,
and the increase in fluid-pore pressures in isolated fluid pockets at depth, due to the
added load at the surface. The increased fluid-pore pressures decrease the effective
shear strength of the discontinuities of the rock mass, leading them to failure
(earthquakes). This seismicity is usually short-lived, of low magnitude and is located
in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir.
The delayed seismicity results from fluid-pore pressure diffusion through critically
stressed, saturated fractures with an intrinsic permeability of 5x10-16 to 5x10-14 m/s. In
geotechnical usage this corresponds to hydraulic conductivity (k) values of 5x10-9 to
5x10-7 m/s. Pore pressures can diffuse to large distances away from the reservoir if
suitable fractures are available, and cause earthquakes by reducing the effective
shear strength at hypocentral locations. This delayed seismicity is most commonly
observed and follows the impoundment of a reservoir or large increases in water
levels.
The pattern of seismicity that follows the initial filling depends on the amplitude and
periodicity of lake level changes in the ensuing years. The width of the reservoir and
the amplitude and periodicity of the lake level fluctuations determine the depths to
which changes in pore pressures are observed. When the lake level fluctuations are
small (less than 5m), or rapid (daily) the initial seismicity decays rapidly. In rare
cases, when there are large annual lake level fluctuations (20 m to 40 m), significant
seismicity persists for decades after the initial impoundment. This was the case at
Lake Mead behind the Hoover dam, in the 1940’s and is currently being observed at
the Koyna and Warna reservoirs in western India. The amplitude of the induced
earthquake also depends on the rate of filling of the reservoirs, faster filling results in
larger fluid pressures and vice-versa. Summarizing, for the Lower Churchill Project,
the important hydrological factors are the reservoir height, the rate of filling and the
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availability of suitable fractures for the diffusion of pore pressures. A short review of
our current understanding of the mechanism of RIS is presented in Appendix 4A.
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GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
The Lower Churchill Project lies in the Grenville geologic province. The sites of the
Gull Island and Muskrat Fall dams are located in the Churchill River valley, which
together with the wider, downstream, Lake Melville are a part of an ancient rift valley
that existed 600 million years ago, the Lake Melville rift system (Figure 3-1 and 3-2).
A rift valley forms when two tectonic plates move away from each other. The Lake
Melville rift system consists of the Double Mer half-graben to the northeast and the
Lake Melville graben to the southwest, and continues southwestward to the Churchill
River near Gull Island where it includes another small graben (Figure 3-2).
Figure 3-2 shows the location of the Gull Island and Muskrat Falls sites and their
relationship to these geological structures. In the Gull Island area, the two curvilinear
faults north of the main bounding fault are interpreted as splays of the normal faults
but could be related to earlier thrusting. The nature of the southern contact is
uncertain. It is suggested that the structure is probably a half graben and the south
contact is either an unconformity or a fault of minor displacement. This area is
interpreted as a southwestward extension of the northern edge of the rift system.
Finally, the Lake Melville rift system is collinear with and maybe tectonically
associated with the more seismically active St Lawrence rift system.
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Figure 3-1: Map showing the location of the Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Sites within the Lake
Melville Rift System

The results of regional geological mapping together with a study of Landsat images
and aeromagnetic data in the project area reveals the presence of a half graben that
is a part of the broader lake Melville rift system. It is the Churchill River half graben
(Figure 3-2). The northern boundary of this graben is the northern bounding fault of
the rift basin, which has been identified and mapped as the Double Mer fault.
Figure 3-3 shows a part of the map showing the Geology of Labrador in the project
area. The major north bounding fault of the Churchill River half graben (Figure 3-2)
has been identified as the West Regional fault (Figure 3-4). It trends SW-NE and
intersects the Churchill River at the site of the Gull Island dam, and forms a halfgraben with the East Regional fault to its south. The East Regional fault curves and
meets the West Regional fault at both Gull Island in the west, and just east of
Muskrat Falls in the east.
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The rocks to the northwest and southeast of the Gull Island site (shown in beige and
red colors in Figure 3-3), which form the bedrock below the alluvial deposits, are
mainly composed of diorites and granitic rocks of the geological Grenville and
Southeast Churchill Provinces. The bedrock at the Muskrat Falls site consists of
granitic orthogneisses, commonly migmatitic of the Grenville geologic Province.
Figure 3-2: Regional Interpretation of the Distribution of the Double Mer Formation and Graben
Related Faults

The West Regional fault intersects the East Regional fault at the Gull Island site. Drill
cores at the Gull Island site encountered brecciated rocks and clay gouges which are
evidence of faulting. In the absence of surface outcrops of the faults in the project
area and the presence of dense vegetation, some ideas of the structures were
obtained from LiDAR and satellite images of the area (Figures 3-5 and 3-6). Perusal
of these and a study of the surface topography and river geomorphology, reveals the
presence of several linear features, including the border faults of the graben. It is
likely that some of these linear features seen on LiDAR and satellite images near
Gull Island and Muskrat Falls are associated with faults, shear zones or fractures
that are potential locations for fluid and pore pressure diffusion.
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In summary, a review of the available geological information shows that the project
area lies in a rift that is a favorable setting for earthquake activity, although seismicity
activity is unknown. Also, the underlying rocks-mainly of granitic and gneissic
compositions are, globally, similar to those in the province of Quebec where
moderated RIS has been observed.
Figure 3-3: Geologic Map in the Project Area
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Figure 3-4: LiDAR image of the area near the Gull Island Site (center)
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Figure 3-5: LiDAR image of the area near the Muskrat Falls Site (center)

West Regional Fault
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REGIONAL SEISMICITY
There are reports of at least four earthquakes that were felt along the Labrador coast
in the nineteenth century (Figure 4-1).
Figure 4-1: Location of Two Felt Earthquakes in the 19th Century on the Labrador Coast

Intriguingly, in the twentieth century, there are no reports of earthquakes felt in
Labrador, but four significant earthquakes did occur in the neighboring province of
Quebec and off the coast of Newfoundland.
The incidences in Quebec were the 1925 M6.2 earthquake in the CharlevoixKamouraska region of southern Quebec, the M5.9 event in the Saguenay region in
1988, and the 1989 M 6.3, ground-rupturing earthquake in the Ungava region of
northern Quebec. Each of these events occurred in a rifted zone. Figure 4-2 shows
the distribution of M ≥ 3.0 earthquakes in eastern Canada for the period from 1980 to
1990 and M ≥ 6.0 from 1663. Most of the seismicity occurred along three (3) major
rift zones; the Baffin Bay-Grand Banks portion of the Mesozoic rifted basin (BB-LSGB), the reactivated Paleozoic structures along the Boothia Uplift-Bell Arch (BU-BA)
and the Paleozoic rifts along the St. Lawrence Valley-Ottawa-Bonnechere Graben
(SLV-OBG). The Ungava, Saguenay and Charlevoix earthquakes lie within these rift
zones, which are host to most of the seismicity with M ≥ 3.0 in eastern Canada. The
Lake Melville rift is a similar structure that has been historically free of significant
earthquakes in the twentieth century.
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The fourth significant event occurred off-shore, south of Newfoundland, in the Grand
Banks region. This 1929 event had an estimated magnitude of M7.0. Based on the
current instrumentally recorded seismicity in eastern Canada, there are about four
M4+ events/year, and three M5+ events per decade.
Figure 4-2: Seismicity in Eastern Canada (M>3.0) between 1980 and 1990, and (M>6.0) since 1663
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RESERVOIR INDUCED SEISMICITY IN EASTERN CANADA
Reports of reservoir induced seismicity in eastern Canada come from western
Quebec, where the La Grande 2 and 3 projects, located in the Superior geological
province, with reservoir depths of 145m and 80m (1.45 and 0.80 MPa respectively of
reservoir water head), were associated with M0.9 and M3.7 events. (Figure 5-1). The
underlying rocks at LG-2 and LG-3 are of granitic to granodioritic composition with
well developed joint systems. In a generally aseismic region before the impoundment
of the reservoirs, seismicity followed initial filling at LG-2 and continued for about
three months. Renewed seismicity followed about two months later when the filling
rate was doubled. The seismicity, with a maximum of M1.0 was confined to a small
zone, about 4km x 7km, and was within a depth of 5km.
Figure 5-1: Location of La Grande 2 and 3 Projects in Western Quebec

Low level microearthquake activity followed the start of impoundment of the LG-3
reservoir in 1981 and increased in 1982 when the water level increased to 70m (0.70
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MPa of water head) above the dam foundation. It was followed by a M3.0 event in
September 1982.

Most of the seismicity was associated with the northwest-

southeast trending LG-3 fault that passed through the reservoir. The largest event,
M3.7, occurred in April, 1983 when the lake level was lowered and was located at
the intersection of the NE and NW trending structures.
Two other reservoirs in southern Quebec, located in the Grenville geologic province
were also associated with RIS. These are the Manicouagan-3 and the SainteMarguerite-3 reservoirs with depths of 96m and 145m (0.96 and 1.45 MPa of
reservoir water head), and earthquakes of M4.1 and M2.2, respectively (Figure 5-2).
Seismicity was observed at Manic-3 six (6) weeks after the start of filling, and a M4.1
event occurred a little over a month later, with a slow decay in seismicity thereafter.
The seismicity occurred in a shallow (<1.5km deep) cluster of about 4km x 4km. The
underlying crystalline rocks consist of gneisses and paragneisses with massive
intrusions of anorthosite and gabbro.
At the Sainte-Marguerite-3 reservoir, where the annual fillings occurred in spring, the
first induced earthquake was recorded in September 1999, 17 months after the start
of impoundment. Low-level (M<2.5) seismicity continued with the largest event,
M2.2, occurring in May 2000. Although no faults have been mapped, a Landsat
image and the analysis of topography of the reservoir area have delineated several
lineaments. The pockets of seismicity were found to lie in their vicinity
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Figure 5-2: Location of Reservoir Induced Earthquakes at Manic-3 and Ste-Marquerite-3
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HYDROLOGICAL DATA
With the top and bottom elevations of 125.0m and 39.0 m, the reservoir height at the
Gull Island site will be about 86.0m. The reservoir stretches 225 km to Portage
Creek, however significant lake level changes will take place up to Winokapau Lake,
100km away (Figure 6-1). It is anticipated that the reservoir will be impounded in less
than six weeks with a total flooded area of 213 km2. The smaller Muskrat Falls
reservoir will be impounded in less than a week behind a 30m high dam. It stretches
for about 60km with a total flooded area of 101 km2.
Figure 6-1: Elevation Profile along the Churchill River

To obtain an estimate of the change in pore pressure at any distance from the Gull
Island dam due to the impoundment of the reservoir, the availability of connected
fractures is assumed. The pore pressure “p”, can be calculated at any distance from
the reservoir, and at any time after the filling. The largest seismicity has been found
to occur when the time rate change of pore pressure “dp/dt” is the highest. The value
of the maximum excess pore pressure and the time when the maximum value of
“dp/dt” is reached, depend on the hydraulic diffusivity, “c”, (which is directly related to
the hydraulic conductivity, K) of the fractures.
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This concept is illustrated by choosing arbitrarily a distance of 3 km, and a filling time
of 40 days (six (6) weeks). In most cases of filling reservoirs in crystalline rock
masses, the initial seismicity usually occurs in the top 3 or 4 km of the earth’s crust.
The micro-seismicity which is typically observed at these shallow depths is
characterized by high frequency and short duration shaking at the earth’s surface,
posing no significant threat to the integrity of hydroelectric structures.
Figure 6-2 shows the change in pore pressure at a distance of 3 km from the
reservoir due to its impoundment in 40 days, after which the same lake level is
maintained (solid line). Pore pressure diffuses through an available fracture
connecting the reservoir to the hypocenter 3 km away. The magnitude of the pore
pressure at that depth as a function of time depends on the hydraulic diffusivity of the
fracture, “c”. For cases of RIS, “c” is found to lie between 0.1 and 10 m2/s. For newly
impounded reservoirs “c” varies between 0.1 and 1 m2/s. These values roughly
correspond to hydraulic conductivity values of 5x10-9 to 5x10-8 m/s. In Figure 6-2 the
pore pressures are normalized with respect to the reservoir level, reaching 60% for
the higher diffusivity value after one (1) year.
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Figure 6-2: The Filling Curve of a Reservoir with the Corresponding Increase in Pore Pressure

However, the occurrence of seismicity depends on the rate of change of the
(delayed) pore pressure increase, dp/dt, where “p” is the pore pressure. The
maximum value of dp/dt is obtained after a lag of 50 days after the start of
impoundment for c=1 m2 /s, and a lag of 200 days for c= 0.1 m2 /s (Figure 6-3). At
that time the pore pressure change is 20% and 10% of the reservoir load for the two
(2) values of “c”.
For an impoundment height of 86m, corresponding to a surface load of 0.86MPa, the
corresponding changes in the pore pressure at the hypocentral location 3 km away
from the reservoir, are 0.17MPa and 0.09MPa, i.e.: 170 to 90 kPa, for the two (2)
hydraulic diffusivity values. At shallower depths the corresponding maxima in dp/dt
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occur earlier, and the corresponding pore pressure changes at those times are
larger.
This illustration is to show that if there are critically stressed, saturated fractures (with
10< c <0.1 m2/s) available below or in the vicinity of the reservoir, the initial
impoundment of the Gull Island reservoir could result in pore pressure increases of
≥0.1MPa (100kPa).
Figure 6-3: The Filling Curve of a Reservoir with the Corresponding Increase in the Rate of
Change of the Pore Pressure
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The size of an earthquake also depends on the dimensions of the stressed fault
surface that is ruptured. Estimates of the rupture area associated with earthquake
magnitudes can be made based on various empirical relationships:
Kanamori (1978) established an empirical relationship between the seismic moment
M0 (in dyne cm) and the fault area A (in km2):
M0 = 1.23 x 1022 A3/2

(1)

The seismic moment M0 (in dyne cm) is related to the moment magnitude M by the
relation:
M =2/3 log M0 – 10.73

(2)

More recently, Wells and Coppersmith (1994) have established the regression
relationship between the moment magnitude, M and the rupture area (RA in km2).
For 148 faults with magnitudes between 4.8 and 7.9, the equation is:
M= 4.07+0.98 log (RA)
Log (RA) = -3.49 +0.91 M

(3) and
(4)

For magnitudes lower than 6, the local magnitude M is taken to be equal to the
Moment magnitude M.

We can use these equations to estimate the fault area

associated with a particular magnitude by extrapolating these relationships to lower
magnitudes.
For magnitudes 5.0, 4.5, and 4.0, application of equations (1) and (2) yields fault
area values of 10.1, 3.2 and 1.0 km2 respectively. Using equation (3) extrapolation to
these magnitudes yields 8.9, 2.7 and 0.85 km2 respectively, and using equation (4)
we get 11.5, 4.0 and 1.4 km2 respectively. Averaging and rounding up to the nearest
km2 yields rupture areas of about 10, 3 and 1 km2 for magnitude 5.0, 4.5, and 4.0
earthquakes respectively.
Thus an estimate of the size of an earthquake that can be induced depends on the
dimensions of the stressed patches along a fault, which in turn depend on the fault
dimensions, which is controlled by the geological framework.
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CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of factors that may promote RIS is summarized in the following
paragraphs:
•

The magnitude of the triggered event depends on the dimensions of the available
critically stressed “locked” patches on the fault. Various empirical relationships
linking the fault area with the probable magnitude of the earthquake suggest that
the rupture areas associated with M5.0, 4.5 and 4.0 events are 10, 3 and 1 km2
respectively.

•

Although there is an absence of confirmed active faults by direct field mapping,
an evaluation of our current understanding of the geological framework suggests
that the northern bounding fault of the Churchill River half graben, locally called
the West Regional fault, is a continuation of the major Double Mer fault that
forms the northern boundary of the Lake Melville rift system. Also, the various
linear features shown in the LiDAR images may also be associated with shear
zones or faults, structures necessary for the transmission of fluid pore pressures
to hypocentral depths.

•

Most of the seismicity in Eastern Canada occurs in rifted grabens. The locations
of both the Gull Island and Muskrat Falls sites are probably connected to the
Lake Melville rift system. This observation suggests that from a tectonic
perspective the location of the project site within a rifted basin is favorable for
seismic activity, although seismic events in the area are unknown.

•

The occurrence of historical earthquakes in Labrador, “significant” earthquakes in
its adjoining regions, and the RIS in Quebec suggest that the ambient tectonic
stress field in the region, including Labrador, is capable of triggering seismicity on
critically stressed rocks. Pore pressure changes associated with filling can
provide the necessary trigger.

•

The absence of felt earthquakes in Labrador for more than 100 years, and the
observation that the largest RIS event in eastern Canada, with similar geological
context, was M4, suggest that exceptional, although not unreasonable, geologic
conditions would have to exist to induce earthquakes at the project sites with
M>4.5.

•

A comparison, solely of geometrical characteristics with other reservoirs of the
projected height of the Gull Island dam, indicates that it lies in a population where
the maximum magnitude of RIS ranges between M4.0 and M4.9, and the
possibility of a M5.0 earthquake, though low, is not zero.

•

Integrating the observations mentioned above, we find that a comparison of the
reservoir height with other cases of RIS globally, the maximum RIS event
(Mmax(RIS)) in the region, historical seismicity, and the potential availability of
additional pore pressures, all suggest that the Mmax(RIS)
following
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impoundment would be about M4.0 and 4.5. However, the presence of a major
fault in close proximity of the reservoir suggests the possibility of a larger M5.0
event. The probability of such an event is very low (5%), but not zero.
•

Any induced seismicity that occurs would follow within weeks to a few months the
initial filling of the Gull Island reservoir. If the reservoir levels are maintained to
within 5m after the initial impoundment, low level seismicity would follow the
initial burst of seismicity, and would taper off in a few years.

The location and maximum magnitude (Mmax) of an earthquake induced by a
reservoir depends on both the lake level parameters (filling history and reservoir
dimensions) and on the availability of suitably located faults, fractures and/or shear
zones, capable of transmitting fluid pressures. Correspondingly, uncertainties in the
knowledge of these parameters translate into uncertainties in the estimates of Mmax.
Installing a four station short period seismic network in the project area to detect any
background microearthquake activity will pinpoint the location of such activity,
thereby illuminating critically stressed portions of the fault, and giving an estimate of
the size of the potential rupture area for induced events. If natural seismic activity
can be recorded at the site prior to the construction, the incorporation of such data
would reduce the uncertainties in estimating the Mmax(RIS).
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Appendix 4A (From Talwani et al., 2007)
•

Coulomb failure criterion: The frictional strength, S, of a fault is governed by the
Coulomb failure criterion (Jaeger and Cook, 1969),
S = S0 + μ(σn – p) - τ (1)
where S0 is cohesion, μ is the coefficient of friction, σn and τ are the normal and the
shear stresses respectively, and p is the pore pressure. Compression is taken as
positive. Impoundment of a reservoir can induce seismicity by lowering the strength S by
mechanical or chemical effects of water on S0, μ, σn, τ, and p. This can be
accomplished by an increase in pore pressure, ∆p. Shear slip can occur when the

σ3. The onset of shear slip along the fractures
depends on their orientation with respect to σ3 (Figure 4A).
additional pore pressure is a fraction of

Figure 4A: A fluid filled fracture with pore-fluid pressure, p, subjected to a twodimensional stress field.
respectively.

•

σn, τ

and f are the normal, shear and frictional stresses

Effect of rate of change of pore pressure: Nur and Booker (1972) showed that when
aftershocks could be attributed to pore pressure changes, their frequency was
proportional to the rate of pore pressure increase. In the case of RIS, water level
changes are directly related to pore pressure changes below the reservoir. Empirical
evidence at Koyna reservoir (Gupta,1983) also relates an increase in seismicity to an
increase in the rate of filling, i.e., to the rate of increase in pore pressure.
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The mechanism of RIS: Induced seismicity is caused by shear failure along a preexisting fault plane in accordance with the Coulomb failure criterion (1). The change in
strength, due to impoundment of a reservoir and changes in lake level can induce
seismicity on two time scales. The first is an immediate, undrained, elastic response to
loading. The second is a delayed response due to diffusion of pore pressure (A detailed
discussion is presented by Chen and Talwani, 2001). Here we briefly describe the two
effects.
The instantaneous undrained effect manifests itself in two ways: first, the elastic
response to the reservoir load, and second, an instantaneous pore pressure change in
the vicinity of the reservoir due to an undrained response (Skempton, 1954). This
undrained response, also referred to as the pore pressure increase due to compression,
at any point P at a distance r from the bottom of the reservoir (Figure B), is:

Δpu(r) = BΔσav

(2)

where, Δσav is the change in the average normal stress at P, and B is the Skempton’s
coefficient. B is the ratio of the incremental change in pore pressure and the average
normal stress, and is about 0.7 for crystalline rocks, (Talwani et al.,1999), Δpu(r) varies
from 0.7 times the average compressive stress increase at the bottom of the reservoir,
A, when r = 0, to zero at a distance r0. For r > r0,
Figure 4B: The instantaneous affect of loading a reservoir of width w occurs within the
shaded area, at a distance r0 from the bottom of the reservoir, A. The distance r0 varies
from rzmax below the reservoir, to rhmax near the surface. These distances are 6 to 7 and 3.
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Δpu(r)

= 0, (Figure A2). Both this increases in pore pressure due to an undrained
response to loading, and that at the bottom of the reservoir because of impoundment,
diffuse away along suitably located, saturated fractures, thus causing a delayed increase
in Δp, and failure.

The delayed response can also be divided into two parts. The first is by an increase in
pore pressure by diffusion from A to Q1 and Q2 along discrete fractures. The second is a
decrease in pore pressure by relaxation, i.e. the diffusion of Δpu(r) along a fracture from
P to Q3. If P (r ≤ r0) is also connected to A by a fracture, we have a coupled effect, an
increase in pore pressure by diffusion from A to P, and a pore pressure decrease by
diffusion of Δpu away from P.
When r > r0 we have only a delayed pore pressure increase at Q2. The latter is the most
common cause of the observed delay between the filling of reservoirs and the pursuant
seismicity to 4 times the width of the reservoir, W respectively.
The undrained, instantaneous pore pressure increase at any point A or P, is B times the
average stress increase at that location, where B is the Skempton’s coefficient. The
delayed pore pressure increases at Q1, Q2, and Q3 occur due to pore pressure diffusion
along discrete fractures (solid lines) connecting them to sources of instantaneous
elevated pressures at A and P respectively. If P is connected to A by a discrete fracture
there will be a coupled effect at P.
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APPENDIX 1

Accelerometer Technical Specifications
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